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In this paper we study necessary und sufficient conditions for well-posedness of
scalar, singular (i.e., with a difference operator which is nonatomic at zero) neutral
functional differential equations (SNFDEs) in the state space C(&r, 0). We also
discuss an ill-posed SNFDE in order to illustrate how the addition of a singularity
away from zero (in our case we have a perturbing atom at &r) can destroy well-
posedness.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
To motivate the work presented in this paper and to provide some back-
ground for the interested reader on the issue of state space selection for
SNFDEs we begin our presentation by making a few comments on the
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relevant literature. One of the first papers considering SNFDEs in the
semigroup setting ([BCH]) was in part motivated by applications of this
class of equations in the modeling of certain aeroelastic control systems.
Acknowledging the fact that product spaces of type R_L2(&r, 0) provide
the natural framework for hereditary control problems, several articles
(see e.g. [BHS], [KZ], [BHT]) addressed the issue of well-posedness of
SNFDEs in a product space setting. However, the well-posedness studies in
the papers mentioned above showed, that in the case of a nonatomic dif-
ference operator with a weakly singular kernel g of the form g(%)tc |%|&:
as %  0&, : # (0, 1), the corresponding Cauchy problem is well-posed for
initial data belonging to R_Lp(&r, 0) with p # (1, (1&:)&1) only. In
particular, since :=12 for the aeroelastic model, the Hilbert space
R_L2(&r, 0) is ruled out. Furthermore, no dissipativity estimates, which
for instance are very useful for proving approximation results (see [IT]),
were obtained for the infinitesimal generators of the solution semigroups.
Consequently, the search for ``appropriate'' state spaces continued and led
to the consideration of weighted L2-spaces as possible state spaces for
SNFDEs, the weighting function being the kernel of the difference operator
(see [BI], [IK], [IT]). Using these weighted L2-spaces one can show
well-posedness, obtain dissipativity estimates ([BI]) and in special cases
even prove differentiability of the solution semigroup ([IK]). Moreover,
these spaces appear to provide the right setting to investigate convergence
properties of numerical schemes ([IT]). One shortcoming of these
weighted L2-spaces as state spaces for SNFDEs is the fact that they depend
on the kernel of the difference operator, which for instance in case of a
parameter estimation problem may contain unknown parameters. In such
a situation one would prefer a state space which is not dependent on the
kernel of the difference operator. We shall show in this paper that C(&r, 0)
is such a state space for a large class of SNFDEs (see also [I] for first
results in this direction). Furthermore, we are able to prove continuous
dependence of the solution semigroup on the kernel appearing in the dif-
ference operator. For neutral FDEs with a difference operator which is
atomic at zero there already exists a complete theory including semigroup
formulation in the state space C(&r, 0). As a standard reference we quote
[H].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
prove well-posedness for SNFDEs in the state space C(&r, 0) without
assuming continuity of the kernel function appearing in the difference
operator as was done in previous papers. We still have to assume positivity
and monotonicity in addition to the necessary condition stated in [KZ]
(weak atomicity of the difference operator at zero). Then using continuity
properties of the solution map for the nonhomogeneous equation and a
perturbation argument we extend the well-posedness result to a more
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general class of SNFDEs. We also prove continuous dependence of the
solution semigroup on the kernel of the difference operator and on the
right-hand side of the equation (see Section 3). Using general results on
the distribution of zeros of entire functions we show finally that a strong per-
turbation in the difference operator can destroy well-posedness (Section 4).
2. Well-Posedness of SNFDEs on C(&r, 0)
In this section we consider first the SNFDE
d
dt \|
0
&r
g(%) x(t+%) d%+=f (t), t0,
(2.1)
x(%)=,(%), &r%0,
where 0<r< and the kernel g appearing in (2.1) satisfies the following
assumptions:
g is positive, monotone, integrable on [&r, 0] and
g(%)   and %  0&. (H)
In Subsection 2.1 we prove that the homogeneous equation correspond-
ing to (2.1) is well-posed in C(&r, 0) and in L2g(&r, 0), where L
2
g(&r, 0)
denotes the L2-space on [&r, 0] with weighting function g. Well-posedness
in L2g(&r, 0) has been established in [BI] under more stringent assump-
tions on g than those stated above. Then in Subsection 2.2 we consider the
nonhomogeneous equation (2.1) and establish also a variation of param-
eters formula for the corresponding abstract Cauchy problem. Finally, in
Subsection 2.3, we extend the well-posedness results to a more general class
of equations using a perturbation argument. These results show that equa-
tion (2.1) is well-posed under assumptions more general than (H).
2.1. The C0-Semigroup on C(&r, 0) resp. L2g(&r, 0). With the
homogeneous equation corresponding to (2.1) we associate the operator A
defined by
dom A={, # C1(&r, 0) } |
0
&r
g(%) ,(%) d%=0= ,
(2.2)
A,=, for , # dom A,
where here and in the following  denotes derivation with respect to %. In
the following lemmas we show that the operator A is m-dissipative on
C(&r, 0) and densely defined.
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Lemma 2.1. The operator A is dissipative in C(&r, 0), i.e.,
&(* I&A) ,&* &,& for all , # dom A and *>0. (2.3)
Proof. If , # dom A then , is continuously differentiable. Suppose
there exists a %0 # (&r, 0) such that |,(%0)|=&,&. Then ,(%0)=0 and
hence
&*,&,&* |,(%0)|=* &,&.
Next, suppose |,(&r)|=&,&. Then we have (,)(&r) ,(&r)0, which
implies (2.3). Finally, assume |,(0)|=&,&. For =>0 we define
g=(%)=
1
= |
%
%&=
g(s) ds, &r%0, (2.4)
where we set g(s)=g(&r) for s&r. Then we have g= # W 1, 1(&r, 0),
lim= a 0 g=(%)=g(%) a.e. in [&r, 0] and g=(%)g(%), &r%0 by
monotonicity of g. For , # dom A we obtain
|
0
&r
g=(%) ,(%) d%=|
0
&r
g=(%) (,(%)&,(0)) d%
=&
1
= |
0
&r
(g(%)&g(%&=))(,(%)&,(0)) d%
&g(&r)(,(&r)&,(0)). (2.5)
Taking the limit = a 0 and observing the boundary condition for , in (2.2)
we obtain
lim
= a 0
1
= |
0
&r
( g(%)&g(%&=))(,(%)&,(0)) d%
=&g(&r)(,(&r)&,(0)). (2.6)
Suppose that |,(%)|<|,(0)| for % # [&r, 0). Observing that g(&r)>0
we see that the right-hand side of (2.6) is >0 resp. <0 if ,(0)<0 resp.
,(0)>0. But the limit on the left-hand side of (2.6) is 0 if ,(0)<0 resp.
0 if ,(0)>0. This contradiction proves that |,(%0)|=|,(0)|=&,& for
some %0 # [&r, 0), i.e., we have one of the cases already treated above. K
Lemma 2.2. We have (*I&A) dom A=C(&r, 0) for any *>0.
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Proof. For *>0 and  # C(&r, 0) equation (*I&) ,= has a solu-
tion , # C1(&r, 0):
,(%)=e*%,(0)+|
0
%
e*(%&{)({) d{, &r%0. (2.7)
,(0) is determined so that the boundary condition for , in (2.2) is satisfied,
i.e.,
,(0)=
1
20(*) |
0
&r
g(%) \(%)&* |
0
%
e*(%&{)({) d{+ d%, (2.8)
where
20(*)=* |
0
&r
e*%g(%) d%, * # C. (2.9)
Thus, , # dom A and (*I&A) ,=. K
Remark. In the proof of Lemma 2.2 we have computed the resolvent
of A. Let ,=(*I&A)&1 ,  # C(&r, 0). Then , is given by (2.7) and
(2.8).
Lemma 2.3. dom A is dense in C(&r, 0).
Proof. For , # C1(&r, 0) define a sequence [,n] in dom A such that
,n=, on [&r, &1n],
,n=,+cnn(%+1n) on [&1n, 0]
with
cn=&|
0
&r
g(%) ,(%) d% \|
0
&1n
g(%) n(%+1n) d%+
&1
.
Then ,n # dom A and
&,n&,&
1
2n
|cn |

$
2n 0&12n 12 g(%) d%

$
12 g(&12n)
 0 as n  ,
where $=|0&r g(%) ,(%) d%|. Hence the lemma follows from density of
C1(&r, 0) in C(&r, 0). K
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Theorem 2.4. Under assumption (H) the operator A defined by (2.2)
generates a contraction semigroup S(t), t0, on C(&r, 0) satisfying
(S(t) ,)(%)=(S(t+%) ,)(0), t0, &r%0,
i.e., S( } ) is a translation. Moreover, the function x(t) defined by x(t)=
(S(t) ,)(0) for t0 and by x(t)=,(t) for &rt0 is the unique con-
tinuous solution of equation (2.1) with f=0.
Proof. That A generates a contraction semigroup on C(&r, 0) follows
from Lemmas 2.12.3 and the LummerPhilips-Theorem [Pa]. That S( } )
is a translation is clear from [Pl].
In order to prove that x is a solution of equation (2.1) we compute the
Laplace-transform x^ of x,
x^(*)=|

0
e&*tx(t) dt=|

0
e&*t(S(t) ,)(0) dt
=\|

0
e&*tS(t) , dt+ (0)=((*I&A)&1 ,)(0).
From (2.8) we obtain
x^(*)=
1
20(*) |
0
&r
g(%) \,(%)&* |
0
%
e*(%&{),({) d{+ d%.
This implies
x^(*) |
0
&r
e*%g(%) d%=
1
* |
0
&r
g(%) ,(%) d%&|
0
&r
g(%) |
0
%
e*(%&{),({) d{ d%.
(2.10)
The term on the left-hand side of (2.10) is transformed as follows:
x^(*) |
0
&r
e*%g(%) d%=|
0
&r
g(%) |

0
e&*(t&%)x(t) dt d%
=|
0
&r
g(%) |

&%
e&*tx(t+%) dt d%.
The second term on the right-hand side of (2.10) is
&|
0
&r
g(%) |
0
%
e*(%&{),({) d{ d%=&|
0
&r
g(%) |
&%
0
e&*t,(t+%) dt d%.
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If we define x(t)=,(t) for &rt0, then equation (2.10) with the above
manipulations yields
|
0
&r
g(%) |

0
e&*tx(t+%) dt d%=|

0
e&*t |
0
&r
g(%) x(t+%) d% dt
=
1
* |
0
&r
g(%) ,(%) d%.
From the last relation it follows that
|
0
&r
g(%) x(t+%) d%=|
0
&r
g(%) ,(%) d%,
or, equivalently, equation (2.1) (with f#0).
Uniqueness of solutions is established as in [BI]. Let x(t) be continuous
on [&r, ) with x(t)#0 on [&r, 0] and 0&r g(%) x(t+%) d%#0, t0.
Define z(t)=x(t+ } ), t0, and !=t0 z(_) d_, i.e.,
!(%)=\|
t
0
z(_) d_+ (%)=|
t
0
z(_)(%) d_
=|
t
0
x(_+%) d_=|
t+%
0
x({) d{, &r%0.
This proves ! # C1(&1, 0) and !(%)=x(t+%), &r%0. Moreover, we
have
|
0
&r
g(%) !(%) d%=|
0
&r
g(%) x(t+%) d%=0.
This shows that ! # dom A and A!=x(t+ } )=z(t), i.e.,
z(t)=A |
t
0
z({) d{, t0.
Hence z(t) is a mild solution of z* =Az, z(0)=0. By uniqueness of mild
solutions we have z(t)#0. K
Next we consider equation (2.1) with f#0 in the state space L2g(&r, 0).
It is easy to see that L2g(&r, 0) is densely and continuously embedded in
L2(&r, 0) (and thus also in L1(&r, 0)) with &,&L 2g(&r)&12 &,&L2g for
, # L2g(&r, 0). This implies that any function , # L
2
g(&r, 0), which is locally
absolutely continuous in [&r, 0) with , # L2g(&r, 0), is absolutely con-
tinuous on [&r, 0]. In particular ,(0) is well-defined for such functions.
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Therefore, instead of assuming , # L2g(&r, 0) and , being locally absolutely
continuous on [&r, 0) we equivalently can assume that , # H1(&r, 0) and
, # L2g(&r, 0) (compare [BI]). We define the operator A on L
2
g(&r, 0) by
dom A ={, # H1(&r, 0) | , # L2g(&r, 0) and |
0
&r
g(%) ,(%) d%=0= ,
(2.11)
A ,=, for , # dom A .
The following lemma was proved in [BI] under stronger conditions than
those given in assumption (H):
Lemma 2.5. The operator A as defined by (2.11) is m-dissipative on the
space L2g(&r, 0).
Proof. By monotonicity of g we obtain, for , # dom A , the estimate
|
0
&r
,(%) ,(%) g=(%) d%=
1
2 |
0
&r
d
d%
(,(%)&,(0))2 g=(%) d%
+,(0) |
0
&r
,(%) g=(%) d%
=&
1
2
(,(&r)&,(0))2 g(&r)
&
1
2= |
0
&r
(,(%)&,(0))2 (g(%)&g(%&=)) d%
+,(0) |
0
&r
,(%) g=(%) d%
,(0) |
0
&r
,(%) g=(%) d%.
Taking the limit for = a 0 and using Lebesgue's dominated convergence
theorem we get, for any , # dom A ,
(A ,, ,)=|
0
&r
,(%) ,(%) g(%) d%,(0) |
0
&r
,(%) g(%) d%=0.
This proves dissipativity of A in L2g(&r, 0).
The proof for range (A &*I )&1=L2g(&r, 0) for *>0 is the same as that
given in [BI] (see also [IK]). For the convenience of the reader we
reproduce it here. We choose  # L2g(&r, 0) and consider the equation
(A &*I ) ,=. By definition of A we get the following equation for ,:
,&*,=.
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This implies
,(%)=e*%,(0)+|
%
0
e*(%&s)(s) ds, &rs0.
Since  is also in L1(&r, 0), this shows that , is absolutely continuous on
[&r, 0]. The estimate
|
0
&r
g(%) } |
%
0
e*(%&s)(s) ds }
2
d%|
0
&r } |
%
0
e*(%&s)g(%)12 (s) ds }
2
d%
|
0
&r \|
0
%
e2*(%&s) ds+\|
0
%
g(s) (s)2 ds+ d%

1
2* |
0
&r
g(s) (s)2 |
0
&r
d% ds

r
2*
&&2L 2g (&r, 0)
proves that , # L2g(&r, 0), which in turn implies , # L
2
g(&r, 0).
It remains to choose ,(0) such that the boundary condition for , in
(2.2) is satisfied. This gives the same value for ,(0) as in the proof of
Lemma 2.2. K
In analogy to Theorem 2.4 we have the following result:
Theorem 2.6. Assume that (H) holds for g. Then the operator A defined
by (2.11) is the infinitesimal generator of a contraction semigroup S (t), t0,
on L2g(&r, 0). This semigroup is a translation on L
2
g(&r, 0), i.e., we have
(S (t2) ,)(%)=(S (t1) ,)(%+t2&t1) (2.12)
for all , # L2g(&r, 0), t2&rt1t2 and for almost all % # [&r, t1&t2].
Moreover, the function x(t) defined by x(t)=,(t) for &rt<0 and by
x(kr+{)=(S (kr) ,)({), k=1, 2, ..., &r{<0,
is the unique solution of equation (2.1) with f#0 in L2loc(&r, ).
Proof. That A generates a C0-semigroup S (t), t0, on L2g(&r, 0)
follows from Lemma 2.5 and the LumerPhillips-theorem. In fact, S (t) is a
contraction semigroup on L2g(&r, 0). Moreover, A as defined in (2.2) is
the part of A in the space C(&r, 0), which is densely and continuously
embedded into L2g(&r, 0) (density follows from dom A /C(&r, 0), whereas
&,&2L 2g
0
&r g(%) d% &,&2C , , # C(&r, 0), implies continuity). Therefore, we
have S (t) ,=S(t) ,, t0, for all , # C(&r, 0).
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By the translation property of S(t) equation (2.12) is true for any
, # C(&r, 0). For , # L2g(&r, 0) we choose a sequence ,n , n=1, 2, ..., in
C(&r, 0) with ,n  ,. Then we have
|
t 1&t2
&r
|(S (t2) ,)(%)&(S (t1) ,)(%+t1&t2)| 2 d%
&S (t2)(,&,n)&2L 2+&S (t1)(,&,n)&
2
L 2

1
g(&r)
(&S (t2)(,&,n)&2L 2g+&S (t1)(,&,n)&
2
L 2g
)  0 as n  .
This proves (S (t2) ,)(%) = (S (t1) ,)(% + t1 & t2) for almost all
% # [&r, t1&t2], i.e., S (t) is a translation.
From (2.12) it is obvious that, for any , # L2g(&r, 0), we have
xt=S (t) ,, t0,
where x( } ) is the function defined in the theorem. Obviously x( } ) # L2(0, T )
for any T>0. A density argument and Theorem 2.4 (note that, for
, # C(&r, 0), the functions x defined in Theorems 2.4 and 2.6 coincide)
show that x is a solution of equation (2.1). The proof for uniqueness of x
is completely analogous to that in case of the state space C(&r, 0) (see
Theorem 2.4). K
In Section 2.3 we shall need the following result:
Lemma 2.7. Let g satisfy assumption (H) and let 20 be defined by (2.9).
Then we have:
(a) The function 20(|) is monotonically increasing for |1r, | # R.
(b) lim|   20(|)=.
Proof. (a) The derivative of 20(|) is given by (assuming |1r)
2$0(|)=|
0
&r
(1+|%) e|%g(%) d%
=|
0
&1|
(1+|%) e|%g(%) d%+|
&1|
&r
(1+|%) e|%g(%) d%=: I+II.
For I resp. II we get the estimates
I>g(&1|) |
0
&1|
(1+|%) e|% d%=
1
|e
g(&1|)
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respectively
|II |=&|
&1|
&r
(1+|%) e|%g(%) d%&g(&1|) |
&1|
&r
(1+|%) e|% d%
=g(&1|) \ 1|e&re&|r+<
1
|e
g(&1|).
This proves 2$0(|)I&|II |>(|e)&1 g(&1|)&(|e)&1 g(&1|)=0.
(b) The estimate
| |
0
&r
e|%g(%) d%|g(&1|) |
0
&1|
e|% d%=
e&1
e
g(&1|), |1r,
proves lim|   20(|)=. K
Remark. The result (b) of Lemma 2.7 shows that the D-operator
associated with equation (2.1) is weakly atomic at zero in the sense of
[KZ], a property which is necessary for well-posedness on C(&r, 0).
2.2. Nonhomogeneous Equations. The goal of this subsection is to prove
well-posedness for the nonhomogeneous equation (2.1) and also to derive
a representation formula for solutions of equation (2.1) in the state space
C(&r, 0). In order to motivate our presentation here for the moment we
assume that (2.1) has a solution x( } ) on [&r, ) such that the Laplace-
transform x^(*) exists and, moreover, the Laplace-integral for x^(*) con-
verges absolutely, so that applications of Fubini's theorem below are
justified. Furthermore, it is also assumed that f has a Laplace-transform
with absolutely convergent Laplace-integral. Without restriction we con-
sider the case ,#0. Easy computations give
x^(*)=
1
20(*)
f (*) (2.13)
for Re * sufficiently large. For comparison let us compute the Laplace-
transform of
h(t)=\|
t
0
S(t&s) f (s) ds+ (0), t0,
where  is a given function in C(&r, 0). Using the fact that
\|

0
e&*t |
t
0
S(t&s) f (s) ds dt+ (%)=|

0
e&*t \|
t
0
S(t&s) f (s) ds+ (%) dt
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for all % # [&r, 0] we get
h (*)=((*I&A)&1 )(0) f (*),
for Re * sufficiently large. From (2.8) we obtain
h (*)=
1
20(*) |
0
&r
g(%) \(%)&* |
0
%
e*(%&{)({) d{+ d% f (*).
For (%)=| (%)=c| e|%, where |>0 and c| is a constant to be deter-
mined, this reduces to
h (*)=
c|
*&|
f (*)&
c|
*&|
20(|)
20(*)
f (*).
If we choose
c|=&
1
20(|)
,
we obtain
x^(*)=(*&|) h (*)&c| f (*)
=(*&|)((*I&A)&1 |)(0) f (*)&| (0) f (*)
=((A&|I)(*I&A)&1 |)(0) f (*)
for Re * sufficiently large. This shows that using our assumptions on x(})
and g(}), the solution x(}) to (2.1) has the representation
x(t)=\(A&|I) |
t
0
S(t&s) | f (s) ds+ (0), t0. (2.14)
We first show that this indeed is true for smooth f.
Lemma 2.8. For fixed T>0 let f # C 1(0, T). For any |>0 define
| (%)=&20(|)&1 e|%, &r%0. Then the function x(}) given by (2.14)
for 0tT is the unique continuous solution of (2.1) with ,=0 on [0, T].
Moreover, we have
x(t+ } )=(A&|I) |
t
0
S(t&|) | f (s) ds, t # [0, T].
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Proof. By assumption on f, t  t0 S(t&s) | f (s) ds defines a con-
tinuous (with respect to the sup-norm) mapping [0, T]  dom A and
[Ka] (Theorem 9.1.19)
(A&|I) |
t
0
S(t&s) | f (s) ds
=S(t) | f (0)&| f (t)+|
t
0
S(t&s) | f $(s) ds
&| |
t
0
S(t&s) | f (s) ds, 0tT. (2.15)
Thus, we see that (2.14) defines a continuous function.
Without restriction we can assume that f is extended to [0, ) in such
a way that f # C 1(0, ) with f and x bounded. Thus f and x possess
Laplace-transforms f (*) and x^(*) with absolutely convergent Laplace-
integrals for Re *>0. This justifies all manipulations with f (*) and x^(*)
which we will be done below. By definition of x we have
x^(*)=|

0
e&*t \(A&|I) |
t
0
S(t&s) | f (s) ds+ (0) dt
=\|

0
e&*t(A&|I) |
t
0
S(t&s) | f (s) ds+ (0)
=\(A&|I) |

0
e&*t |
t
0
S(t&s) | f (s) ds dt+ (0)
=((A&|I)(*I&A)&1 | f (*))(0)
=((*&|)((*I&A)&1 |)(0)&| (0)) f (*).
From (2.8) we get
((*I&A)&1 |)(0)=&
1
20(|) 20(*) |
0
&r
g(%) \e|%&* |
0
%
e*(%&{)e|{ d{+ d%
=&
1
(*&|) 20(|) \1&
20(|)
20(*)+
=
1
*&| \
1
20(*)
&
1
20(|)+ .
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Therefore we have
x^(*)=
1
20(*)
f (*), Re *>0.
This implies
1
*
f (*)=x^(*) |
0
&r
e*%g(%) d%, Re *>0. (2.16)
Observing x(t)=0 for t0 it is easy to see that the right-hand side of
(2.16) is the Laplace-transform of 0&r g(%) x(t+%) d%. Therefore (2.16)
implies
|
0
&r
g(%) x(t+%) d%=|
t
0
f (s) ds, t0,
which proves that x(t), 0tT, is the unique solution of (2.1) with ,=0
on [0, T].
From (2.15) and the translation property of S(t) in Theorem 2.4 we see
that, for t0 and &r%0,
x(t+%)=(S(t+%)|)(0) f (0)&| (0) f (t+%)
+|
t+%
0
(S(t+%&s)|)(0) f $(s) ds
&| |
t+%
0
(S(t+%&s)|)(0) f (s) ds
=(S(t)|)(%) f (0)&| (0) f (t+%)+|
t+%
0
(S(t&s)|)(%) f $(s) ds
&| |
t+%
0
(S(t&s)|)(%) f (s) ds
=\S(t)| f (0)&| f (t)+|
t
0
S(t&s)| f $(s) ds
&| |
t
0
S(t&s)| f (s) ds+ (%)
+| (%) f (t)&| (0) f (t+%)&|
t
t+%
(S(t&s)|)(%) f $(s) ds
+| |
t
t+%
(S(t&s)|)(%) f (s) ds
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=\(A&|I) |
t
0
S(t&s)| f (s) ds+ (%)+| (%) f (t)
&| (0) f (t+%)&|
t
t+%
| (t+%&s) f $(s) ds
+| |
t
t+%
| (t+%&s) f (s) ds
=\(A&|I) |
t
0
S(t&s) | f (s) ds+ (%),
where we have to observe that (S(t&s)|)(%)=| (t+%&s) for
t+%st and || (t+%&s)=&(dds)| (t+%&s). K
Lemma 2.9. Let T>0 be given. Assume that f # C 1(0, T) and
, # C 1(&r, 0) are such that the unique solution x of (2.1) is in C 1(&r, T).
Then, for any |>0, we have the estimate
&x&C(&r, T)e
|(T+r) max(&,&C(&r, 0) , 20(|)&1 & f &C(0, T)). (2.17)
In case ,=0 we can replace this estimate by
&x&C(0, T){
e|T20(|)&1 & f &C(0, T) for T>r,
(2.18)
e|T
g(&T)
& f &C(0, T) for 0<Tr.
Proof. By our assumption on x equation (2.1) takes the equivalent
form
|
0
&r
g(%) x(t+%) d%= f (t), t0.
For the proof of this lemma it is convenient to choose |>0 and to con-
sider y(t)=e&|tx(t), t&r, which is easily seen to solve the equation
|
0
&r
e|%g(%) y(t+%) d%= &| |
0
&r
e|%g(%) y(t+%) d%+e&|t f (t), t0.
(2.19)
Let t0 # [&r, T] be such that | y(t0)|=max&rtT | y(t)| . Then either
t0 # [0, T] and | y(t0)|=&yt0&C(&r, 0) or t0 # [&r, 0). We consider first the
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case t00. Let the function g= be defined as in the proof of Lemma 2.1.
Then we get
|
0
&r
e|%g= (%) y(t0+%) d%
=&| |
0
&r
e|%g= (%)(y(t0+%)&y(t0)) d%&g(&r)(y(t0&r)&y(t0))
&
1
= |
0
&r
e|%(g(%)&g(%&=))(y(t0+%)&y(t0)) d%. (2.20)
For = a 0 this together with (2.19) implies
20(|) y(t0)=e&|t0f (t0)+g(&r)(y(t0&r)&y(t0)) (2.21)
+lim
= a 0
1
= |
0
&r
e|%(g(%)&g(%&=))(y(t0+%)&y(t0)) d%.
Observing sgn y(t0)(y(t0+%)&y(t0))0 for &r%0 we immediately
get
| y(t0)|20(|)&1 e&|t0 | f (t0)| .
By definition of t0 this implies
&y&C(&r, T)=|y(t0)|20(|)&1 e&|t0 | f (t0)|20(|)&1 & f &C(0, T) .
In case &rt0<0 we obviously have &y&C(&r, T)&e&| },&C(&r, 0)
e|r &,&C(&r, 0) . This finally implies
&x&C(&r, T)e|(T+r) max(&,&C(&r, 0) , 20(|)&1 & f &C(0, T)),
which proves estimate (2.17).
We now assume ,=0. Then from the proof given above it is obvious
that, for any T0, we have the estimate
&x&C(0, T)e|T20(|)&1 & f &C(0, T) .
Let 0<Tr. Then equation (2.19) can be written as (observe that y(t)=0
for &rt0)
|
0
&t
e|%g(%) y(t+%) d%
= &| |
0
&t
e|%g(%) y(t+%) d%+e&|t f (t), 0tT.
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Let t0 # (0, T] be such that |y(t0)|=max0tT | y(t)| , which in particular
implies |y(t0)|=&yt0&C(&r, 0) . By considerations which are completely
analogous to those which lead to equation (2.21) we get
g(&t0) y(t0)=e&|t0f (t0)&| |
0
&t0
e|%g(%) d% y(t0)
+lim
= a 0
1
= |
0
&t0
e|%(g(%)&g(%&=))(y(t0+%)&y(t0)) d%.
This implies
|y(t)||y(t0)|
1
g(&t0)
e&|t0 | f (t0)|
1
g(&T)
& f &C(0, T) , 0tT.
Therefore
|x(t)|
e|T
g(&T)
& f &C(0, T) , 0tT. K
We now can state the main result on the nonhomogeneous equation
(2.1).
Theorem 2.10. Let T>0, f # C(0, T) and , # C(&r, 0) be given. Then,
for any |>0,
|
t
0
S(t&s)| f (s) ds # dom A for all t # [0, T]. (2.22)
Equation (2.1) has a unique solution x # C(&r, T), which, for any |>0, is
given by
x(t+ } )=S(t),+(A&|I) |
t
0
S(t&s)| f (s) ds, 0tT.
Moreover, this solution satisfies the estimate
|x(t)|e|(t+r) max(&,&C(&r, 0) , 20(|)&1 & f &C(0, T)), 0rT. (2.23)
In case ,=0 there exists a continuous, non-negative, monotonically increasing
function #: [0, )  R with #(0)=0 such that, for all f # C(0, T), T>0,
|x(t)|#(t) & f &C(0, t) , 0tT. (2.24)
Proof. We first consider the case f (0)=0 and choose sequences
(,n)/dom A and ( fn)/C 2(0, T) with fn (0)= f $n (0)=0 such that
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limn   &,&,n&C(&r, 0)=0 and limn   & f & fn&C(0, T)=0. From Equation
(2.15) we see that the functions x1, n (t) defined by (2.14) with f replaced by
fn for t0 and by x1, n (t)=0 for &rt0 are continuously differentiable
on [&r, T]. In fact we have from (2.15)
x$1, n (t)=&| (0) f $(t)+|
t
0
(S(t&s)|)(0) f "(s) ds
&| |
t
0
(S(t&s)|)(0) f $(s) ds, 0tT.
Note that limt a 0 x$1, n (t)=0. By Lemma 2.8 the function x1, n is the solution
of (2.1) with ,=0 and f = fn .
The solution x2, n of (2.1) with ,=,n and f =0 is given by (S(t),n)(0)
for t0 and by ,n (t) for t # [&r, 0] (cf. Theorem 2.4). Since ,n # dom A,
also x2, n is continuously differentiable on [&r, T]. Thus the solutions
xn=x1, n+x2, n are in C 1(&r, T), n=1, 2, ... . Therefore the estimates
(2.17) resp. (2.18) of Lemma 2.9 are true for xn resp. x1, n , n=1, 2, ... .
Obviously we have limn   &x2, n&x2&C(&r, T)=0, where x2(t) is given
by (S(t),)(0) for t0 and by ,(t) for t # [&r, 0], i.e., x2 is the solution of
(2.1) with f =0. Furthermore, the estimate (2.17) of Lemma 2.9 for x1, n
shows that
&x1, n&x1, m&C(&r, T)const. & fn& fm&C(0, T) , n, m=1, 2, ...,
i.e., (x1, n) is a Cauchy sequence in C(&r, T). Consequently there exists a
function x1 # C(&r, T) with limn   &x1&x1, n&C(&r, T)=0. It remains to
prove that x1 is the solution of (2.1) with ,=0 and that the segments (x1)t ,
0tT, are given by (2.14). The estimate
"|
t
0
S(t&s)| fn (s) ds&|
t
0
S(t&s)| f (s) ds"C(&r, 0)
&|&C(&r, 0) |
T
0
| fn (s)& f (s)| ds, 0tT,
proves that, for any t # [0, T],
lim
n   |
t
0
S(t&s)| fn (s) ds=|
t
0
S(t&s)| f (s) ds. (2.25)
By Lemma 2.8 we have
(A&|I) |
t
0
S(t&s)| fn (s) ds=(x1, n)t , 0tT,
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which shows that
lim
n  
(A&|I) |
t
0
S(t&s)| fn (s) ds=(x1)t , 0tT.
This equation together with (2.25) and closedness of the operator A&|I
imply
|
t
0
S(t&s| f (s) ds # dom A for all t # [0, T]
and
(A&|I) |
t
0
S(t&s)| f (s) ds=(x1)t , 0tT.
That x1 is the solution of (2.1) with ,=0 follows as in the proof of
Lemma 2.8. Note that the assumption f # C 1(0, T) in Lemma 2.8 was only
used to guarantee that (A&|I) t0 S(t&s)| f (s) ds defines a continuous
function in C(&r, 0).
Since the estimates (2.17) resp. (2.18) of Lemma 2.9 are true for xn resp.
x1, n , n=1, 2, ..., they are also true for the limits x resp. x1 . This finishes the
proof for the case f # C(0, T) with f (0)=0.
For any constant f0 we have t0 S(t&s)| f0 ds # dom A, t0, and
(x0)t=(A&|I) |
t
0
S(t&s)| f0 ds=S(t)| f0&| f0&| |
t
0
S(s)| ds f0 ,
where x0 is the solution of (2.1) with ,=0 and f # f0 (cf. Lemma 2.8).
Therefore, for any , # C(&r, 0) and f # C(0, T), equation (2.1) has a
unique solution x # C(&r, T) with
xt=S(t),+(A&|I) |
t
0
S(t&s)| f (s) ds
=S(t),+(A&|I) |
t
0
S(t&s)| ( f (s)& f (0)) ds+S(t)| f (0)
&| f (0)&| |
t
0
S(s)| ds f (0), 0tT.
We choose sequences (,n), (|, n)/dom A and ( f n)/C 2(0, T) with
f n (0)= f $n (0)=0 such that
lim
n  
&,&,n&C(&r, 0)= lim
n  
&|&|, n&C(&r, 0)
= lim
n  
& f & f (0)& f n&C(0, T)=0.
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From
8n (t, } )=S(t),n+(A&|I) |
t
0
S(t&s)| f n (s) ds
+S(t)|, n f (0)&| f (0)&| |
t
0
S(s)| ds f (0)
=S(t)(,n+(|, n&|) f (0))
+(A&|I) |
t
0
S(t&s)| ( f n (s)+ f (0)) ds
we see that 8n (t, } )=(xn)t , where xn # C(&r, T) is the unique solution of
(2.1) with ,=,n+(|, n&|) f (0) and f = f n+ f (0). Moreover, we see
that

t
8n (t, } )=S(t) ,n&|f $n(t)+|
t
0
S(t&s)| f n"(s) ds+S(t) |, n f (0)
&| |
t
0
S(t&s)| f $n (s) ds&|S(t)| f (0), 0tT,
which implies limt a 0 (t) 8n (t, } )=,n+(|, n&|) f (0). This proves
xn # C 1(&r, T). Thus the estimate (2.17) is true for xn , n=1, 2, ..., and by
taking n   also for x.
It remains to prove the estimate (2.24) for the case f # C(0, T) and ,=0.
Let x now be the corresponding solution of (2.1). Then
xt=(A&|I) |
t
0
S(t&s)| ( f (s)& f (0)) ds+S(t)| f (0)
&| f (0)&| |
t
0
S(s)| ds f (0), 0tT.
Using the estimate (2.17) for the first term on the right-hand side we get
&xt&C(&r, 0)
e|t
g(&t)
& f & f (0)&C(0, T)+ max
0st
&S(s)|&|&C(&r, 0) | f (0)|
+|t &|&C(&r, 0) | f (0)|
\ 2e
|t
g(&t)
+ max
0st
&S(s)|&|&C(&r, 0)+|t &|&C(&r, 0)+
_& f &C(0, t)
=#~ (t) & f &C(0, t) , 0tr.
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The function #~ (t) is monotonically increasing on (0, r] with limt a 0 #~ (t)=0.
Therefore there also exists a continuous function #(t)#~ (t), t # (0, r], with
the same properties. Observing the estimate (2.23) for ,=0 we see that we
can extend #(t) to [0, ) such that the estimate (2.24) is valid for any
f # C(0, T), T>0. K
2.3. The General Case. In this section we consider the following
generalization of equation (2.1)
d
dt \|
0
&r
g(%) x(t+%) d%+=L(x(t+ } )+ f (t), t0, (2.26)
x(%)=,(%), &r%0,
where L is a bounded functional on C(&r, 0),
L(,)=|
0
&r
,(%) d+(%), , # C(&r, 0),
with a function + of bounded variation on [&r, 0]. We first consider the
homogeneous equation, i.e., (2.26) with f #0. Corresponding to equation
(2.26) we define the operator AL by
dom AL={, # C 1(&r, 0) } |
0
&r
g(%) ,(%) d%=|
0
&r
,(%) d+(%)= , (2.27)
AL ,=, for , # dom AL .
We shall prove that AL is a multiplicative perturbation of A as defined in
(2.2) and again generator of a C0-semigroup SL( } ), which by Plant's result
(cf. [Pl]) has to be a shift semigroup.
Define the subspace Z| of C(&r, 0) and the operator B|: C(&r, 0)  Z|
by
Z|=span(|),
B| ,=L(,)| , , # C(&r, 0).
The norm on Z| is defined by &:|&Z|=|:| , : # R. Obviously Z| is con-
tinuously embedded in C(&r, 0) and B| is continuous.
Lemma 2.11. For any |>0 we have
AL=A(I+B|)&|B| . (2.28)
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Proof. A function , # C(&r, 0) is in the domain of the operator on the
right-hand side of (2.28) if and only if ,+B| , # dom A, i.e., ,+L(,)| #
C 1(&r, 0), which is equivalent to , # C 1(&r, 0), and (observing the defini-
tion of | in Lemma 2.8)
0=|
0
&r
g(%)(,(%)+|L(,) | (%)) d%=|
0
&r
g(%) ,(%) d%&L(,).
This proves dom A(I+B|)=dom AL . For , # dom AL we get
A(I+B|),&|B| ,=A(,+L(,)|)&|L(,)|
=,+|L(,)|&|L(,)|
=,=AL ,. K
Lemma 2.12. There exists a continuous, non-negative, monotonically
increasing function \: [0, )  R with \(0)=0 such that, for any function
h # C(0, ; Z|),
|
t
0
S(t&s) h(s) ds # dom A, t0,
and
"A |
t
0
S(t&s) h(s) ds"C(&r, 0)\(t) &h&C(0, t; Z|) , t0.
Proof. Since any h # C(0, ; Z|) can be written as h(s)=| f (s),
0s<, with f # C(0, ; R) and &h&C(0, T; Z|)=& f &C(0, T; R) , the result
immediately follows from Theorem 2.10. K
Theorem 2.13. The operator AL is the infinitesimal generator of a shift
semigroup SL(}). The spectrum of AL is all point spectrum given by
_(AL)=[* # C | 2L(*)=0],
where
2L(*)=* |
0
&r
e*%g(%) d%&|
0
&r
e*% d+(%), * # C. (2.29)
Moreover, for any , # C(&r, 0), equation (2.26) with f #0 has a unique
solution x # C(&r, ) and
xt=SL (t),, t0.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.12 the assumptions of Theorem 5 in [DS] are
satisfied. Thus an application of that theorem shows that A(I+B|) is
infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup. Since B| is bounded, also AL is
infinitesimal generator. From [Pl] it follows that the semigroup SL (})
generated by AL is a translation.
By similar computations as in the proof of Lemma 2.2 we can see that
,=(*I&AL)&1,  # C(&r, 0), is given by
,(%)=e*%,(0)+|
0
%
e*(%&{)({) d{, &r%0, (2.30)
,(0)=
1
2L (*) \|
0
&r
g(%) \(%)&* |
0
%
e*(%&{)({) d{+ d%
+|
0
&r
|
0
%
e*(%&{)({) d{ d+(%)+ . (2.31)
If we define the function x # C(&r, ) by
x(t)={,(t)(SL (t),)(0)
for &rt0,
for t0,
then xt=SL(t), and x is the unique solution of equation (2.26) with f =0.
This can be established in a completely analogous way as in the proof of
Theorem 2.4 using (2.30) and (2.31). K
A result analogous to Theorem 2.10 is also valid for the general non-
homogeneous equations (2.26):
Theorem 2.14. Let T>0, f # C(0, T) and , # C(&r, 0) be given. For
| # \(AL) & R+ we set
|, L(%)=&
1
2L(|)
e|%, &r%0,
where 2L is defined in (2.29). Then the following statements are true:
(a) Equation (2.26) has a unique solution x # C(&r, T).
(b) There exists an |00 such that for any |>|0
(AL&|I) |
t
0
SL(t&s)|, L f (s) ds # dom A, 0tT,
and
xt=SL(t),+(AL&|I) |
t
0
SL(t&s)|, L f (s) ds, 0tT. (2.32)
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(c) The solution x of (2.26) depends continuously on , and f. In
particular, for any |>|0 we have the estimate
&x&C(&r, T)e|(T+r) max(&,&C(&r, 0) , (1#|, L) & f &C(0, T)), (2.33)
where
#|, L=| |
0
&r
e|%g(%) d%&|
0
&r
|d+(%)|
(|00 is determined by #|, L>0 for |>|0).
Proof. The proof of this theorem is analogous to that of Theorem 2.10.
Therefore we shall only indicate the main steps of the proof.
Step 1. If f # C 1(&r, T), then (2.32) represents the unique con-
tinuous solutions of (2.26). The proof for this is completely analogous to
the proof of Lemma 2.8.
Step 2. If f # C 1(0, T) and , # C 1(&r, 0) are such that the unique
solution x of (2.26) is continuously differentiable on [&r, T], then an
estimate of the form (2.33) is valid (for |>|0). Sufficient for this is
f # C 2(0, T) with f (0)= f $(0)=0 and , # dom A. The proof of the estimate
(2.33) is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.9. It is convenient to consider
y(t)=e&|tx(t), which satisfies
|
0
&r
e|%g(%) y(t+%) d%= &| |
0
&r
e|%g(%) y(t+%) d%
+|
0
&r
e|%y(t+%) d+(%)+e&|t f (t), (2.34)
for 0tT. As in the proof of Lemma 2.9 we choose t0 # [&r, T] such
that |y(t0)|=max&r%T | y(t)|. Using (2.20) and (2.34) we obtain
| |
0
&r
e|%g(%) d% |y(t0)|e&|t0 | f (t0)|+&yt0&C(&r, 0) |
0
&r
|d+(%)|
in case t0 # [0, T] and
&y&C(&r, T)=|,(t0)| e&|t0e|r &,&C(&r, 0)
in case t0 # [&r, 0). The last two inequalities imply the estimate (2.33)
for x. It remains to verify that there exists an |0 such that #|, L=
| 0&r e
|%g(%) d%&0&r |d+(%)|>0 for |>|00. This follows immediately
from Lemma 2.7, which also shows that we only need to choose |0 such
that #|0 , L>0.
Step 3. Proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.10 in order to prove
the result for the general case. Observe that for the purpose of proving
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Theorem 2.14 we do not need an estimate of the form (2.24) in case
,=0. K
The result of Theorem 2.13 can also be interpreted as a perturbation
result for the kernel g in equation (2.1) (with f #0).
Proposition 2.15. Equation (2.26) with f #0 is equivalent to
d
dt |
t
0
(g(%)++(%)&+(&r)) x(t+%) d%=(+(0)&+(&r)) x(t), t0,
x(t)=,(t), &rt0, (2.35)
i.e., if x # C(&r, ) is a solution of (2.26), then it also solves (2.35).
Proof. Integrating (2.26) we obtain
|
0
&r
g(%) x(t+%) d%=|
0
&r
g(%) ,(%) d%+|
t
0
|
0
&r
x({+%) d+(%) d{.
The second term on the right-hand side can be written as
|
t
0
|
0
&r
x({+%) d+(%) d{=|
t
0 \|
t
&r
x(s) d+~ s ({, s)+ d{,
where
+(0) for 0{t, {st,
+~ ({, s)={+(s&{) for 0{t, {&rs{,+(&r) for 0{t, &rs{&r.
Using the non-symmetric Fubini theorem by CameronMartin (see [CM]
or [STV], p. 50) we get
|
t
0
|
0
&r
x({+%) d+(%) d{
=|
t
&r
x(s)ds \|
t
0
+~ ({, s) d{+
=|
0
&r
x(s)ds \|
t
0
+~ ({, s) d{++|
t&r
0
x(s)ds \|
t
0
+~ ({, s) d{+
+|
t
t&r
x(s)ds \|
t
0
+~ ({, s) d{+
=: I1+I2+I3 .
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For &rs0 we get
|
t
0
+~ ({, s) d{=|
s
&r
+(_) d_++(&r)(t&s&r),
so that
I1=|
0
&r
,(s)(+(s)&+(&r)) ds.
Similarly we obtain
I2=|
t&r
0
x(s)(+(0)&+(&r)) ds,
I3=|
t
t&r
x(s)(+(0)&+(s&t)) ds.
This implies
I1+I2+I3=|
0
&r
,(s) +(s) ds&|
0
&r
x(t+s) +(s) ds
&|
t&r
&r
x(s) ds +(&r)+|
t
0
x(s) ds +(0)
and consequently
d
dt |
t
0
|
0
&r
x({+%) d+(%) d{= &
d
dt |
0
&r
x(t+%) +(%) d%
++(0) x(t)&+(&r) x(t&r). (2.36)
From x(t)&x(t&r)=(ddt) tt&r x(s) ds=(ddt) 
0
&r x(t+%) d% we get
x(t&r)=x(t)&
d
dt |
0
&r
x(t+%) d%.
This and (2.36) show that (2.26) with f #0 is equivalent to (2.35). K
Corollary 2.16. Let g satisfy assumption (H) and let +~ be a function
of bounded variation on [&r, 0]. Then the operator A+~ defined by
dom A+~ ={, # C 1(&r, 0) } |
0
&r
(g(%)++~ (%)) ,(%) d%=0= ,
A+~ ,=,$, , # dom A+~ ,
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equals AL , where L,=0&r ,(%) d+(%), , # C(&r, 0), with
0 for %=0,
+(%)={+~ (%) for &r<%<0,0 for %=&r.
Proof. The result is an obvious consequence of Proposition 2.15, if one
observes that A+~ is not changed if we define +~ (0)=+~ (&r)=0.
Of course, the result also follows from the equation
|
0
&r
+~ (%) ,(%) d%=+~ (0) ,(0)&+~ (&r) ,(&r)&|
0
&r
,(%) d+~ (%),
if we again assume +~ (0)=+~ (&r)=0. K
Corollary 2.16 shows that neither monotonicity nor positivity of g are
necessary for the operator A defined in (2.2) to be an infinitesimal generator.
3. Continuous Dependence on g and L
In this section we shall prove that the semigroup SL(}) generated by AL
(see Theorem 2.13) depends continuously on g and on L in a sense which
will be made precise below.
Let g, gn , n=1, 2, ..., be kernels satisfying assumption (H) and L, Ln ,
n=1, 2, ..., be bounded functionals on C(&r, 0), i.e., we have
L,=|
0
&r
,(%) d+(%), Ln ,=|
0
&r
,(%) d+n (%), , # C(&r, 0),
where +, +n , n=1, 2, ..., are functions of bounded variation on [&r, 0].
Furthermore, denote by AL resp. An , n=1, 2, ..., the operators defined by
(2.27) with g and L resp. with gn and Ln , n=1, 2, ... . Finally, the semi-
groups generated by AL resp. An , n=1, 2, ..., according to Theorem 2.13
are denoted by SL(}) resp. Sn(}), n=1, 2, ... .
Theorem 3.1. Assume that
lim
n  
&g&gn&L1(&r, 0)= lim
n  
var[&r, 0](+&+n)=0
(note that var[&r, 0](+&+n)=&L&Ln&). Then, for any , # C(&r, 0),
lim
n  
Sn (t),=SL (t),
uniformly for t in bounded intervals of R+.
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Proof. The result is obtained by an application of the TrotterKato
theorem for C0-semigroups (see for instance [Ka] or [Pa]).
(a) We first establish stability, i.e., we show that there exist constants
M1 and |~ # R independent of n such that
&Sn(t)&Me|~ t, t0, n=1, 2, ... . (3.1)
Define m=supn=1, 2, ... &Ln& and let |1>0 be such that (compare
Lemma 2.7)
|1 |
0
&r
e|1%g(%) d%m+1.
From limn   &g&gn&L1(&r, 0)=0 we see that there exists an integer n0
such that
|1 |
0
&r
e|1%gn (%) d%m+ 12 for nn0 .
By Lemma 2.7 this inequality is true for all ||1 and nn0 . Let #n (|)=
| 0&r e
|%gn (%) d%&0&r |d+n (%)| . Then
#n (|) 12 for nn0 and ||1 .
Therefore the estimate (2.33) is valid for nn0 and ||1 . This gives for
|=|1
&Sn (t),&e|1re|1 t &,&C(&r, 0) , t0, nn0 .
Thus the estimate (3.1) is valid for appropriately chosen constants M
and |~ .
(b) We next prove consistenty, i.e., for some |>0 we have
lim
n  
&(|I&AL)&1&(|I&An)&1 &C(&r, 0)=0,  # C(&r, 0).
We set |=|1 , where |1 is the number chosen in part (a) of the proof. Let
2L (*) resp. 2n (*), n= <1, 2, ..., denote the functions defined by (2.29) for
g and L resp. for gn and Ln , n=1, 2, ... . Then #n (|1)12, nn0 , implies
also 2n (|1)12, nn0 . Furthermore we have 2L (|1)1. The repre-
sentation (2.30) and (2.31) for the resolvents of AL resp. An show that it
suffices to prove
lim
n  
,n (0)=,n (0), (3.2)
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where ,0=(|1 I&AL)&1  and ,n=(|1 I&An)&1 , n=1, 2, ... . We set
'(%)=(%)&|1 0% e
|1(%&{) ({) d{ and !(%)=0% e
|1(%&{)({) d{. From
(2.31) we get the estimate
|,0(0)&,n (0)|
} 12L (|1) \|
0
&r
g(%) '(%) d%+|
0
&r
!(%) d+(%)+
&
1
2n (|1) \|
0
&r
gn (%) '(%) d%+|
0
&r
!(%) d+n (%)+}

1
2n (|1)
(&'&C(&r, 0) &g&gn&L1(&r, 0)+&!&C(&r, 0) &L&Ln&)
+ } 12L (|1)&
1
2n (|1) } (&'&C(&r, 0) &g&L1(&r, 0)+&!&C(&r, 0) &L&)
2(&'&C(&r, 0) & g&gn &L1(&r, 0)+&!&C(&r, 0) &L&Ln&)
+2 |2L (|1)&2n (|1)| (&'&C(&r, 0) &g&L1(&r, 0)+&!&C(&r, 0) &L&).
This implies (3.2) if one observes that limn   2n (|1)=2L (|1). K
4. An Ill-Posed SNFDE
In this section we consider the SNFDE
d
dt \|
0
&r
g(%) x(t+%) d%+x(t&r)+=0, t0 (4.1)
x(t)=,(t), &rt0.
Assuming that equation (4.1) is well-posed on C(&r, 0), the infinitesimal
generator A1 of the solution semigroup S1(}) associated with (4.1) defined
by S1(t),=xt , t0, where x(}) is the solution of (4.1), is given by
dom A1={, # C 1(&r, 0) } |
0
&r
g(%) ,(%) d%+,(&r)=0= ,
A1 ,=,, , # dom A1 .
The main result of this section (see Theorem 4.1 below) shows that this
assumption leads to a contradiction (i.e., the SNFDE (4.1) is ill-posed).
For future reference we recall that the spectrum of A1 is given by
_(A1)=[* # C | *21(*)=0],
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where
21(*)=e&*r+|
0
&r
e*%g(%) d%, * # C. (4.2)
Theorem 4.1. Let r>0 and g # L1(&r, 0; R) be given. Then there exists
a constant _0<0 and a continuous non-negative function &: R  R with
lim+   &(+)+= such that 21(*) has no zeros in
7 :=[* # C | Re *_0] _ [* # C | |Im *|&(Re *)].
Moreover, there exists a sequence (*k) of zeros for 21(*) with
limk   Re *k=.
Proof. Simple manipulations on equation (4.2) yield
|21(*)|e&r Re *&|
0
&r
|g(%)| e% Re * d%
=e&r Re * \1&|
0
&r
|g(%)| e (r+%) Re * d%+ , * # C.
We choose %0 # (&r, 0] and _0<0 such that
|
%0
&r
|g(%)| d%< 14 and e
(r+%0)_0 |
0
&r
|g(%)| d%< 14.
Then, for Re *_0 , the following estimate is valid:
|
0
&r
|g(%)| e(r+%) Re * d%=|
%0
&r
|g(%)| e(r+%) Re * d%+|
0
%0
|g(%)| e(r+%) Re * d%
|
%0
&r
|g(%)| d%+e(r+%0) Re * |
0
%0
|g(%)| d%
|
%0
&r
|g(%)| d%+e(r+%0)_0 |
0
&r
|g(%)| d%
< 14+
1
4=
1
2.
This implies
|21(*)|> 12e
&r Re * for Re *_0 . (4.3)
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Set G(*) :=0&r g(%)e
*% d%, * # C. We investigate the behaviour of G(*) for
*=++i&, + fixed. For %, + # R we define
f (%, +)={g(%)e
+%
0
for &r%0,
elsewhere.
Then, for any + # R, we have f (} , +) # L1(&, ; R) and
|

&
f (%, +)ei&% d%=|
0
&r
g(%)e(++i&)% d%=G(++i&).
Following the proof of the RiemannLebesgue-Lemma for Fourier-trans-
forms of L1-functions we get
G(++i&)=|

&
f (%, +)ei&% d%=&ei? |

&
f (%, +)ei&% d%
=&|

&
f (%, +)ei(%+?&)& d%=&|

&
f (%&?&, +)ei&% d%.
Therefore we have the estimate
|G(++i&)|= 12 } |

&
( f (%, +)& f (%&?&, +))ei&% d% }
(4.4)
 12 |

&
| f (%, +)& f (%&?&, +)| d%, +, & # R.
From
| f (} , +1)& f (} , +2)|L1=|
0
&r
|g(%)| |e+1 %&e+2%| d%
|
0
&r
|g(%)| d% max
&r%0
|e+1%&e+2%|
we see that +  f (} , +) defines a continuous mapping R  L1(&, ; R).
Therefore, for any +1<+2 , the set [ f (} , +) | +1++2] is a compact
subset of L1(&, ; R). By Kolmogorov's compactness criterion we see
that
lim
$  0 |

&
| f (%, +)& f (%+$, +)| d%=0
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uniformly for + # [+1 , +2]. This and the estimate (4.4) imply that for any
=>0 and any +1<+2 there exists a &0>0 such that
|G(++i&)|<= for &&0 and +1++2 .
For fixed +1<+2 we have
|e&*r|=e&r Re *min(e&r+1, e&r+2)>0
for +1Re *+2 . If we choose &0 according to ==min(e&r+1, e&r+2), then
we have
|21(++i&)|e&+r&|G(++i&)|>0
for +1++2 and &&0 . Therefore we can find a continuous, positive
function &=&(+), + # R, such that
|21(++i&)|>0 for &&(+), + # R.
The functions G(*) and 21(*) obviously are entire functions. The
estimate
|G(*)|{|
0
&r
|g(%)| d% for Re *0,
e&r Re * |
0
&r
|g(%)| d% for Re *<0,
implies
|G(*)|er |*| |
0
&r
|g(%)| d%, * # C.
This estimate together with (4.3) shows that 21(*) is an entire function of
order 1 and type r (compare [L], p. 3). Moreover, 21(*) cannot be of
minimal type ([L], Corollary to Theorem 22, p. 51). Thus 21(*) is of order
1 and of normal type, i.e., it is of exponential type (cf. [L], p. 84). By
Theorem 11 in [L], p. 251, we have the following results on the distribu-
tion of zeros of 21(*) (we have to apply the theorem to 21(i*)): For any
= # (0, ?2) all zeros of 21(*) except those in a set of density zero are in the
sectors |arg *&?2|<= or |arg *+?2|<=. The density of the set of zeros
in each of the two sectors is given by
lim
_  
n(_)
_
=
d
2?
,
where d>0 is the length of the indicator diagram for 21(*) (which is an
interval of positive length on the real axis) and n(_) is the number of zeros
with modulus _ in the sector |arg *&?2|<= resp. |arg *+?2|<=.
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These results in particular imply that lim+   &(+)+= and that there
exists a sequence (*k) of zeros such that limk   Re *k=. K
Remark. The fact that 21(*) is an entire function of order 1 and type
r (provided g does not vanish almost everywhere in a neighborhood of &r)
also follows from Theorem 6.9.1 in [B], p. 108.
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